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1 Introduction

The aim this paper ia to present a simplified proof of the existence of elliptic
cohomology. Recall that elliptic cohomology is a cohomology theory constructed
from complex cobordism as folIows.

Conaider the J aeobi quartic

(1)

(2)

over Z[!,6,e]. For €(62 - €) i=- 0, this eurve ean be compactified to an elliptic
curve by adding two points at infinity. The group law of this elliptic curve
will be written additively, with zero given by 0 == (0,1). Then z is a formal
parameter of the elliptic curve (1). The resulting formal group law ia Euler's
formal group law

L' (-) :rq±!lz
r6>~ :C,:C == 1-,z3i 2

,-------
y == VI - 26x2 + €X4 , Y== VI - 26z2 +€i4 .

It ia easy to see that thia formal group law has coefficients in la, €, 6J.
Recall also that there ia a complex cobordism apectrum MV, that there

ia a formal group law FMU(X, z) over the coefficient ring MU., and that by
a theorem of QuilIen (cf. [Qui69) or the textbooks [Ada74, Part IIl, [Rav86,
§4.1) for an approach based on on Milnor's calculation of MV., and [Qui7l]
for a direct approach) the formal group law FMU is a universal formal group
law. Applied to Euler formal group law, thia means that there ia a unique ring
homomorphism

(3)



which maps the coefficients of F'MU to the coefficients of F6,c. This is a graded
homomorphism if the grading on Z[!,!, ö] is given by

degö =4, deg! =B. (4)

We cao now formulate thc main theorem about thc existenee of elliptie eoho
mology, due to Landweber, Ravenel and Stong.

Theorem 1 Let P(Ö,E) be a homogeneous polynomial 01 positive degree with
respeet to the grading (.(). Then the lunctor from the stahle homotopy category
to graded vector spaces

Ellp.X = MU.X 0 Z[~,Ö,€,P(6Jc)-I],
MU.

(5)

where the second factor 0/ the tensor product is an MV. -module 6y the map
tP (8), is a genera/ised homology theory. Moreover, for finite spectra X, the
associated cohomology theory is given by

EllpX =MV· X ~ Z[~,6, E, P(6, e)-I],
MU·

(6)

tohere thi8 time the grading on Z[8, el is the opposite 0/ (4), i.e., deg 8 = -4,
degc =-8. Moreover, the isomorphi.'1m (5) define,'1 the elliptic homology spec.
trum EJlp unique.ly up to unique isomorphism in thr. stahle homotopy category,
and the mu/tiplication on (6) for a finite CW-comp/ex X t which is given by the
ring structures 0/ MV· X and Z[~, O,!, P(o, c)-I], come8 from a unique struc
ture 0/ a commutative n'ng spectrum on Ellp .

This cohomology theory is related to interesting geometrie problems studied
by Witt.en, Oehanine, Landweber, Stong, Bott, Taubes, Hirzebruch, Kreck t and
Stolz (cf. [Seg8B] and [KS91]). Unfort.unat.ely, the presen!. paper IS not eon
cerned with t.hese prohlems, but only with the algebraic eonst.ruction of eIJiptie
cohomology from compJex cobordism.

The preprint [LRS] is unpub]jshecl, hut a proof of t.heorem 1 (but. wit.hout
the subtle points of lIniqueness and t.he st,ruct.ure of a ring spect.rum) appears
in [Lan88a), where it is based on certain eongruences for the coefficients of the
power series for multiplieation by a prime p in the formal group Fo,t, We ean
offer no fundamental new insight, but a significant simplification ofthe argument
and apreeise deaeription of the situation in whieh it ean be appJied. As in
(LRS] and [LanBBaJ, the construetioD is based on a verifieation of the conditions
of Landwcher's exaet functor theorem for 4>. However, thc use of the diffieult
Chudnovsky-Landwebcr congruences can be avoided, since the assumptions of
the Landweber exact functor theorem are easy conscqucnees of the rcsult of
Deuring nnd EichIer (which is also used in thc proof of thc congrucnecs) that
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the height of the formal group law of an ellipt.ic curve in positive characteristic
is never bigger than two. This fact was also Doticed by Baker [Bak90, Proof of
theorem 1], hut without giving details.

\Ve also discU88 the rather subtle question about the uniqueness and the
existenee a ring structure on a spectrum obtained by the Landweber exact
funetar theorem for a eountable MU.. -algebra.

Thc organisation of this paper is as folIows. In BCction 2, we prove theorem 1
by verifying the Landweber eonditions for Euler's formal group law. This provea
theorem 1 up to the qUestiOIlB about uniqueDess aod the ring strueture, These
queations are settled in seetion 3 for general spectra obtained by the exact fune
tor theorem from eountable MU.-modules or algebras. In section 4, we explain
under which conditions other families of elliptie eurves satisfy tbe Landweber
eonditions. We apply this to Hirzebruch's elliptic genera, whieh have values in
the ring of modular forms modulo 1\ [N]. In sedion 5, we give a simple proof of
the Chuduovsky-Landweber eongruenees. We tried to keep sections 2 aud 5 as
elementaryas we could. Due to their general nature, sections 3 and 4 are more
abstract. Tbe reader wbo is only interested in the congruenees may go directly
to section 5.

This paper is based on the author'a talk at the 1991 Geyer.Harder workshop
on elliptic cohomology in Oberwolfaeh, which was organised by M. Kreck, W.
Nahm and S. Ochanine. The author is indehted to the audience ofthis workshop
for interesting discussions, in particular to M. Kreck, U. Jannsen, and R. Jung
for recommending hirn to publish his talk, and also to D. Husemoller aod F.
Waldhausen 1 for teaching hirn stahle homotopy. He also had an interesting
conversation with G. Laumon about parts of section 4,

2 Verification of the Landweber conditions for
the J acobi quartic

Let M. be a graded MU.-module. To verify that the funetor on the stahle
homotopy category defined by

EM.X =MU.X ® M.
MU.

(7)

ia a generalised homology theory, ODe has to check that the long exact sequences
of bordism groups defined by a cofibration sequence of topological spaces (or,
equivalently, by exact triangles in the stable homotopy category). For instance 1

this could be ensured by the assumption that M is fiat over MV., By using the
Landweber-Novikov cooperations on complex bordism, it is however possible to
work with the weaker Landweber conditions, which we now describe.

Consider a prime p, and let [PJF be the power series for multiplication by p
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in the formal group F, i.e.,

[l]p = X

[n]F = P([n - l]F, X).

Let U,t be the coefficient of XP" in the formal power series [P)F. The dependence
of UJ: on p and F will not be expressed in the subscript, because we will usually
tbink of a fixed prime p and a fixed formal group law F. We can now formulate
the Landweber exaet functor theorem, cf. [Lan76]. 1n the case of the universal
formal group law FMU, this gives UB elements p, Ut, ... E MV...

Theorem 2 Let M.. be a graded MU .. ·module Buch that Jor each prime P, the
sequence 0/ elements in MV.. (p, Ut, U2, . ..) is M -regular, i.e., that muUiplica
lion by Uk in M !(p, Ul, ... , U.l:- dA! is injeclive.

A. Then the funetor dejined by (7) on the category 0/ speetra is a generalised
homology theory. Mo1'eove1', fo1' finite spectra X its assodated cohomology theory
is given by

(8)

where M" is M. with its opposite g1'ading, i.e., M.l: =M_k.

B. We have
(9)

for any MU .. -module N. which admit~ the structure 0/ an MU.MU·comodule.

Indeed, by the exactness theorem [Lan76, Theorem 2.6] and by tbe Adams
Brown representability theorem [Swi75, Theorem 9.27), (8) on the category of
finite 8pectra is representable by a spectrum EM. Using the Spanier-Whitehead
dualityoperator D, we have by applying [Ada74, Remark 5.3 and Lemma 5.5)
(where DX was denoted X·) twice

EM.X =E;,/ DX = M-· Q9 MV-· DX = M. Q9 MV.X.
MU-- MU.

Since both sides commute with filtered inductive limits, this also IlOlds for in
finite spectra, verifying (7). In the next section, we will discuss same subtle
quest ions of this constructioll, for instance the quest ion if EM is determined u
niquely up to unique isomorphism in the stable homotopy category and if it has
the structure of a ring spectrum. The reader can for the moment skip the fol
lowing remarks about (9) since they are only needed in the next section. Ir N is
a MU.MU-comodule which ia finitely presented as a MU.-module, (9) is con
tained in the proof of [Lan76, Theorem 2.6]. To get the vanishing in general, ODe

uses a result of Miller and Ravenel, which says that auy MU.MU-CoIIlodule is
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the filtered inductive limit of a family of finitely presented MU.MU-comodules.
This is proved in the BP-case in [MR77, Lemma 2.11). The proof given there
also works for MU.

Let R. be a graded ring and F a formal group law over R such that F
has total degree -2, defining a homomorphism 4>F: MU. ~ R.. To verify
tbe Landweber canditions for tbe MU.·module R., we have to verify that
for any prime p tbe sequence (p, tlt J' •• ) ia regular in R, Le., that UJ: is uo
zero divisor in R/(p, UI, .. ' J uJ:-l)R. To prove the Landweber-Ravenel-Stong
theorem I, we have to verify these conditions for R = Z[~ 1 6,[, P(6, [) -1), where
P ia homogeneous of positive degree with respect to (4). We will fix an odd
prime number p and verify tbe foBowing cODditions, which imply the 8SSumption
of theorem 2:

1. P is no zero divisor in R.

2. Ul (6, c) does not identically vanish modulo p.

3. U2(b, e) is invertible modulo the ideal (p, Ul).

The first of these points ia. clear. To veriry 2, let us consider the singular cases
[ ::::: 62 and [ ::= O. If c :::: 62 , we have

..\(F(x, x) :::: .\(x).\(x).

with
>.(x) = 1 - J6z:

1 +.J6z
In other words, Adefines a homomorphism from Fo,t to tbe multiplicative formal
group law. Since Ul := 1 for the multipHcative formal group law, we have

Ul ;:= ,\'(O)p-l ~ 6l.jl (mod (p,82 - c). (10)

hence

If e = 0, we have an isomorphism bet.ween F6,~ and the multiplkative formal
group law defined by

'\(x) =V-2bz + VI - 26z:2 ,

Ul == '\'(O)p-l == (-26)Ljl (mod (p,~» (11)

Each of (10) or (11) impliee that ul(6,e) aoes not vanish identically modulo p,

establishing the second point.
Ta establish the third point, we need a classicaI result af Eichler and Deuring

about the height of the formal graup law of an elliptic curve. Recall that the
height of a formal group law F over a field of characteristic p is tbe smallest k
Buch that UI; 1= 0, or infinity if tbe power series (P]F vanishes identically. The
theorem which we need is the following:
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Theorem 3 1/ E: is an elliptic curve over a field of positive characteristic and
if ~ is a rational funetion on E: wilh x(O) = 0 and dox :f 0, then the height 01
lhe formal group law defined by F(x(P), x(Q») ::: x(P+Q) i" either ane or two.

A praaf ean be fallod in [Sil86, Corollary IV.7.5.] or in (Hus87, §13J. The
theorem also follows from the fact tbe the isogeny of multiplieation by p on
an elliptie curve has degree p2, cf. [Mum88, Proposition at the end of §I1.6] or
,[KM85, Theorem 2.3.1].

Now if for the Euler formal group law U:l was not invertible in R/(p, UI),

then there would be a maximal ideal peR which contaios p, UI, and u2. Ir
p would contain e(62 - e), then it would contain both e and 6 by (10) or (11),
since it contains u 1. Bnt then p would eontain P, 1 which is impossible since
by definition P is a unit in R. It follows that !(62 - e) ::j; 0 in the residue field
Je ::: R/p, hence the Jacobi quartie

ja known to be [H1Is87, §4.3] an open 8ubset of an elliptic: curve E: over k with
o ::: (0,0). It is also known that the Euler formal group Jaw F6,. ia the formal
group Jaw defined by this elliptic eurve aod the loeal parameter :z:, cf. for iostance
thc appendix to [Lan8ScJ. Sinec p contains p, Ul and U2, it follows that the height
of thc formal group law defined by E: is bigger than two. Thia contradiction to
theorem 3 provcs thc invcrtibiJity of U2 (mod (p, Ul)) and complctcs tbc proof
of theorem 1.

3 U niqueness for the exact functor construc
tion

It remains La prove the uniqueness claim aod the claim abouL the existence
of a ring structure in theorem 2. Our methods work for arbitrary couatable
MU.-modules which satisfy the Landweber eonditions. Although we will only
formulate the results for MD, they are al80 valid for BP. In the BP·case 1 8irni
lat uniqueness questions fot v;;l have been investigated by Yosimura in [Y0s88].
r does not seem to be easy to use this method in the case of elliptic cohomol
ogy. A discussion of some other cases ean be found at the end of the Becond
section of [Rav84], which also uses the methods of Yoaimura. Our approach
will be cOffipletely different and givea a weaker result, but works for arbitrary
eountable spectra obtained by the Landweber eonstruction.

We first have to introduce sorne notations and eonventioDs 1 which will we will
UBe throughout this sedion. MU",MU is the module of cooperationB on MD.
The pair (MU., MU.MU) comes with variousstructure maps, which are easily

1ThilJ iB the only point where we have used the fact thAt P is homogeneoua of positive
degree. Actually, only the fact that P(O, 0) := 0 was used. hut homogeneity ~ neceuary to get
a gradlng on R.
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memorised by saying that trus pair fonns a cogroupoid object in the category of
rings. In particular 1 there are cOSQurce and cotarget maps MD. -. MU.MV,
a coideotity MV.MV - MV., and a cocomposition MU.MU0MU.MU -
MV.MV. Unless otherwise specified, tensor products , aod torsion produets in
this section are over MU•. The tensor produet MV.MV 0 M. will always
be defined using the structure of a MU",-modules on MU",MU given by the
cotarget map, and will be given the strueture of a MV",-module using the
cosource map. For M.0MU.MU, the opposite conventions apply. It is known
that MV.MV is a free MU",-module in both waysJ and that MU.(MU J\

X) ~ MU.MU®MU.X. A MU.MU-comodule is a MU.-module M. which
comes with a map M• ...... MD.MU ® M. satisfying all sorts of compatibilities.
For instance, complex bordism of a speetrum is a MU.MU-comodule. For a
discussioD of these questioß 1 we refer to [Ada74, Part BI, 12-15] or to [Rav86,
§2.2].

For an integer k J let

1r(k) = { ~ if k is odd
if k is even

be its parity.

Theorem 4 Let L., M., N. be countable MU.~modules which are concentroted
in eVl!n dimension, and which satisfy ihe conditions 01 Landweber's exact funetor
theorem 2.

A. The speetrum EM is characterised by the isomorphism (7) uniquely up to
unique isomorphism in the stable homotopy category. MOI'eover, the natural
transformation

EM.X 0 MU.Y - EM.(X J\ Y)

defined by (7), and the ring structure on MV coml!S Irom a unique structure of
a MU-modull! spectrum on EM·

B. There i8 a spectrnl sequence oIMU.-module~

E~,q =ExttquJMU.X, M.) => E1Jt.
q
X (12)

for any ,ljpr.etrum X. Hf.rr. Extp,q ia the gra dr.d objut ExtP , and th e convergt<m r.e
prop~rties 01 ihe spectral Bf.qtUnU are a,lj describf.d in [Ada74, Theorem lIl.8.B].

C. We have a canonical isomorphism

[EM 1 ~kEN] ~ Ext;.i~:k-lI'(k)(MU.MU 0 M., N.). (13)

Recall our co nvention th at the tensor produ ci ia ove r MV. / an d thai MU.MU@
M. is always defined using the strueture 01 a MD. -modules on MV.MD given
by thc cotarget map, and is given the structure 0/ a MU.·module using the
cosource map.
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D. 11 a map EM -+ EN 0/ even degree induces the zero map EM.X - EN.X
for any finite spectrum X, then it is homotopic to zero. However, a map
EM -+ EN 01 odd degree always ;nduces the zero map on homology, or on
thc cohomology 01 ang finite speetrum.

E. Let two maps 01 etlen degree EL ~ EM and EM -+ EN be given by

<1>: MV.MV ® L. ---+ M.

and
1P: MV.MV ® M. -- N.

in (19). Then the;r composition is g;ven by

MU.MU0L",
cocomposition

MU.MU0MU.MU0L",

MU.MU@M.

The composition 0/ maps 0/ odd and even degree is given in the same way, where
one 0/ the maps <P ore tf; is now an extension dass. The composition 0/ two maps
%dd degree ;09 homotopic to zero.

F. A map EM --. EN ;8 a map ofMU-module speetrn .f its image by 19 lies
in thc image 01 thc map

Extft(k),k-ft(k)(M... , N,!<) -+ Ext"'(i),k-",(J:)(MU.MU 0 M., N.) (14)

defined by the coidentity on MV.MV. 1fk i.s even or;/ M. admits the strueture
01 a MU.MU-comodule, then the map (1-1) is injeetive, and it.s image consists
0/ a/l maps EM -+ EN 0/ MV·module spectra.

Proof: It is easy to see that E M is unique up to isomorphism. Indeed, using
the countability of its homotopy groups, one ean see that any spectrum whieh
satisfies the condition for EM has a eountable subspectrum to whieh it ia ho
motopyequivalent. Let EM ami EM be two speetra with this property. Then
for any finite subspectrum X C EM, the indusion defines a cohomology dass
m

EÄtX ~ M· ®MV· X ::! Ej.,X.

We get a consistent system of maps from the fini te subspeetra of E M to EM. Hy
the Milnor exact sequence [Ada74, Proposition III.8.1L these maps come from a
homotopy dass EM -+ EAt which induces an isomorphism on homology. Hence
it induces an isomorphism on homotopy groups and ia a homotopy equivalence.
However, its uniqueness is a question about a I~ I-term l which ia the hard pa.rt

of the theorem. The uniqueness will follow onee we have established part D ..
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The crucial point will be the spectral scquence (12), which will eventually
follow from [Ada74, Theorem IIl.13.6]. However, we ean not yet apply this result
sinee we do not yet know for sure that EM .. is a MU-module spectrum. However,
it ia possible to get Adam'a machinery to work under a weRker 88Burnption.

Lemma 1 Let E be a ring speetrum and let F be any spectntm, and assumc
thai wc are givcn the structure of a E.-module on F. and a E.-lincar map
E.F -+- F•. These two data give us a homomorphism

F· X -+ HornE. (E.X, F.)

which is ffmetorial in X. Suppose that the following iwo conditions hold.

(15)

Y E is the direct limit of subspectra Ea for which E.(DEa ) is a projedive
E,.-module and for which (15) is an isomorphism.

Z If.X i.s any spectrum with E.X = {O}, then F.X and F· X vanish.
Then we hatJe a spectral sequence of group.lI

~,q =Ext~~(E.X, F.) ~ FP+9X

with the convergence propertie.(j aB in [Ada74, Theorem 1/1.8.E]. MoreofJer, the
map F" X -+- E~'· i.*i (15).

Indeed, the aasumptions of the lemma are all that is needed to carry out the
proof of [Ada74, Theorem 111.13.6] if one does not need the differentials of the
speetral sequence to be homomorphisms of E.-modules.

We want to apply the lemma to E = MU and F = EM. Then F. ia the
MU.-modules M., and F.. E =MV.MU 0 M. -+ M. by the eoidentity aod
the MU.-module structure on M•. Condition Y. follows from [Ada74, III. 13.4.J
and (8). To verify eondition Z., consider the transformation

(MV!\EM).X = EM.. (MU 1\ X)

= M0MV... MU0MU.X

-+ M ... 0MU.X

EMX,

(16)

where the non-isomorphie arrow is given by tbe eoidentity. By the arguments
used to prove the uniqueness of EM I this natural transformation eomes from B.

(possibly non-unique) map f: MV !\ EM - EM' When comp08ing f with the
map g: E -+ MV !\ E defiried by the identity of MV, we get the identity trans
formation on homology, henee on homotopy groups. Replacing f by (/g)-1 f
if neeessary, we may assume Ig =Id. This means tbat every map X -+ EM
factorises over MV 1\ X and proves the vanisbing of EMX if MV.X vanishes.
The other assertion of Z. follows direetly frorn (7).
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We now have (12) available, at least as a spectral sequence of groups. The
isomorphism (13), at least 8S an isomorphism of groups, follows from this and
the foHowing algebraic lemma:

Lemma 2 If M. is a MV.-module which .'Iaiisjics tAe assumptions oJ ihe exact
funetor theorem. Then MU.MV CO M. is a ftat MV. module. [/ in addition
M. is countable, then

vanishes for p > 1 and any MV.-module N •.

1'0 get tbe ßatness MSertioD, note that

TOfl(N., MV.MV CO AI.) =Toq(N. CO MV.MV, M.)

by thc flatness of MV. MV. The left hand side vanishes by part B. of (2),
since N. ® MU.MV admits the structurc of a MU.MU-comodule given by
thc cocomposition on MV.MU.

To get the vanishing of the Ext-groups, we apply the following lemma.

Lemma 3 IJ A is a countable /lat module over a countable ring R, then M has
a free rcsolvent ollenglh two.

Ta prove lemma 3, we use a result of D. Lazard [Laz64] , which says that a
Hat module is the filtered induetive limit of free modules. We want to make sure
that in our ease the limit ean be chosen to be indexed by the natural numbers.
Let G be the free module generated by tbe elements of A, and let I: G -+ A
be the canonical map. Let Xi be finitely generated free submodules of G aod
Yi finitely generated submodules of Xi n ker f such that Xi C Xi+h ~ C Y't+l,
G =U:l X;, ker f =U:l Yi, By [Laz64, Theoreme 1], the map Xi/}i --+- A
factorises over a map I;: Fi - A from a finitely generated free module. Sirrce
the image of li ia eontained in that of Xj in A for some j :5 i, we may chose
a cofinal sequence il; of integers morphisms tl;: Fi. - Fh+I over A. Then A is
the limit of the Fi., which is the cokernel of the injeetive map of free modules

00

UF:'.;;1

(fl:)~;o ~ (11: - tl:-l(ll:-d)~;o

where to = O. This completes the proof of lemma 3 and also the proof of
lemma 2.

We now have (13) as an isomorphisß1 of groupB. By the IftBt assertion of
lemma 1, the image of a map of even degree f: EM - EN can be reconstructed
from the map
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which it induces. lf f vanishes on the bomology of aoy finite spectruffi, then it
also vanishes on the homology of MV sinee homology eommutes with filtered
inductive limits. But then the image of f by (13) is zero, hellee I vanishea. This
proves the assertion of D. about morphisms of even degree. As we mentioned
at the beginning of the proof, tbis also proves that EM is unique up to unique
i60morphism. To get the structure of a MD-module spectrum, reeall that we
have a map MD /\ EM -. EM whieh indllees (16) on homology. Sinee MV /\
EM = EMU.MU0M. and by the flatness of MU",MU 0 M", proved lemma 2,
the part of D. which is already proved implies the uniqueness of this map. A
similar uniqueness argument ean be used to verify the axioms of a MV-module
spectrum. This eompletes the proof of A .. Sinee the other parts of the theorem
will not be needed for our treatment of elliptic eohomology, the rest of the proof
will be rather terse.

Now we ean deduce B. in full glory from [Ada74, §1II.13]. This implies that
(13) is an isomorphism of MU..-modules and completes the proofore. To verify
the remaining part of D., we first need the following lemma:

Lemma 4 11 the image 0/ f: X ~ EM in the Eg,· ·tenn of (Je) is denoted by
tPl then the map MU.X -+ MU.EM induced by <P is given by

Id0 <P
MU.X-MV",MU0MU.X lMU.MU@M.=MU.EMl (17)

where the left arrow is the coaction 0/ MU.. MU on MU.X.

This is easily verified. In D., we concJude that for a map f: EM ....... EN of odd
degree t.be indueed map MV.EM -. MU.. EN is zero. By the isomorphism
EM.X ~ MU.X®MU",EM and tbe analogous isomorphism for N., it foHows
that f induces t.he zero map on the homology of MV 1\ X. By the injectivity of
the map EN'" X -. EN • MU 1\ X (existenee of a MV-module strueture for EN ),
this also implies the vanishing of the map which f induces on the homo}ogy of
X, and eompletes the prooe of D ..

Now we consider E., whieh is eoncerned with the behaviour of the eomposi-

tion of maps ELLEMLEN. Ir f ia of even degree, our formula follows from
the fact that the speetral sequenee (12) is funetorial iD X and from formula
(17). Ir the degree of 9 is even, ODe easily chedm how the spectral sequenee
[Ada74, Theorem IIl.13.6) behaves with respect to (possibly non-linear) maps
of module spectra. lf both 9 and 1 are of odd degree, their composition ia of
even degree and induces zero on homology, henee it vanishes.

The fact that a map EM -+ EN is a map of MV-module apectra can be
expressed as the eommutativity of a eertain diagram, whieh caD be examined by
the eomposition formula of E.. One sees easily that the map MU 1\ EM - EN
whieh defines the atructure of a MU-module spectruffi on EM corresponds by
(13) to thc map

MU.MV0MU",MU0M. ~ M.. (18)

Cl 0 C2 0 m -;. v(cdv(c:l:)rn,
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where v: MV"MV --+ MV.. is the coidentity. Using this, we see that a map
f: EM - EN with image <p under (1:1) is a MV-module morphism if aud only
if the diagram

MV..MV 0 MV"MV 0 M ..

/l0 Id 0 Id

Id0(1~-MU..MU0MV..MU0MU.. MU0M.. ~MU.. MU0M..

MV.MV 0 MU.MV 0 N.. --~~----~ N..
(18)

commutes. ~'or the sake of aimpJicity, we describe the arrows in tbis diagram, in
tbe csse where 4J ia a homomorphism. Ir 4> is an extension dass, tbe definition
is similar. Tbe map Jl is the cocompositioll map on MU.. MU, aod 0' is defined
by

a(el 0 C2 0 C3 ® m) = Cl 0 (~::::V(C2)c:~,i<P(C3,i 0 m»),

where /l(C3) =L ~,i 0 c'{i' H follows t.hat. an element. Cl (9 C2 (9 rn in tbe upper
corner of the diagram is mapped to q'>(CIV(C2) <9 m) in tbe right lower corner by
the composition ofthe arrows via the right middle corner, and to 4J(V(Cl}C20m)
by tbe compoaition of the arrows via tbe left lower corner. It follows that f is
a morphism of MV-module speetra if and only if <P ia in the kernel of the map

Extll'(k),i-lI'(k) (MU.MU 0 Al., N.) -+

--.. Ext1f(.c),.c-lI'(.c) (MU.. MU 0 MU.. MU 0 Mo., N.. )

defined by

ß: MU..MU (9 MV.MV -+ MU.MV

Cl (9 C2 -+ CI V(C2) - V(Ct)C2'

ßut ß ia a surjection outo the kernel MV.MUo of v: MU.. MU - MU.. , which
is (MU.. -nonlinearly) split by the map

MUo.MUo -+ MU.. MU 0 MU..MU

c -+ c01.

12



Therefore, <p comes from a map of MU-module spectra if its restriction to
MU.MUo 0 M. vanishes, and this condition is is also necessary if ,p ia a ho
momorphism. Ir M. admits the atructure of a MU.MU-comodule PM: M. -+

MU.MV t&l M .. 1 then the map ß C9 IdM has a linear splitting

MU.Mvo®M.

c@m

-+ MU.MU0MU.MU®M.

-+ c 0 PM(m),

hence in this e&Se the vanishing of the restriction of tP to MU.MUo 0 M. also is
a necessary eondition for tjJ to define a homomorphisrn of MD-module speetre..
But the restriction of <P to MV.MUo 0 M. is zero if and only if tjJ is in the
image of (14). In the ease of maps of even degree, (14) is clearly injeetive on
homomorphisrns. In the ease of extensions, it ia at least injective if M. has the
strueture of a MV. MV-eomodule, since PM defines a splitting. Q.E.D.

Ir M. has components of both odd and even degree, then we shall see be
low tbat EM is no langer defined uniquely up to unique isomorphism by (7).
However, it is still possible to make a canonical ehoice of EM by

where M;ven and M~d are the odd and the even components of M.. Hy ap
plying (13) to the eomponents of add and even degree, we obtain a cMonieal
deeomposi tion

[EM) EN] = HomMu. (MV.MV 0 M.) N.) ~ Ext1,-1 (MV.MV 0 M., N.)
(19)

of the group of morphisms from E M to EN in the stable homotopy eategory.
Let us also diseuss the possibility of defining the structure of a ring spectrum.

Theorem 5 Let R. be a countablf.. MU.-aJgebra with unit which satisfies the
conditions of the Landweber exaet funetor theorem. Then we hatJe natural trans

Jonnations

(20)

The first of th ese transformations is give n by th e MU. -algebra struclu re on R.
and by (7), the second transformation is given by (7) and the unit element of
R.. If R. is concentrated in even degree, these transformations come from a
uniquc structure of a MV-algebra spcctrum on ER. Moreover, thc MU-algebra
speetrum ER is commutative if R. is commutativc.

TI R. has components of both odd and cven degrce, then there is still a canon·
ical way 0/ defining thc stntcture 0/ a MV.algebra spr.ctrum on ER, a/though its
muttiplication is no longer unique/y determined by (20). The map MV -+ ER
is always uniquely defined by the second transformation in (20).

13



Proof: By the arguments used at the beginning of the proof of ,theorem 4, the
transformations (20) corne from maps

Jl: ER 1\ EH -- EH
eMU ..... ER.

We have ER -+ ER = EIl0MU.MU0R, and R.. 0 MV.MV 0 R. satiafie6 the
conditions of the exact functor theorem, by t.he flatnesa part of lemma 2. There
fore, if R. is concentrated in even degree, Jl and L are uniquely determined by
their action on homology. Ey a similar uniqueness argument, the axioms for a
MV-algebra structure are satisfied.

Ir R. is no langer concentrated in even degree, one defines Jl and L by their
image in (19), using the map

MV.MV 0 MV.MV 0 R. ..... 14

defined by the coidentity on MV.MU and the MU.-algebra structure on R.
for JJ, and the transformation

MU.MU@MU.MU ..... R.

defined by thc coidentity and the MU.-module structure on R. for L. The
axioms of a MU-algebra Rtructure are easily vcrified, using thc compositioll
formulas in theorem 4.E. Q.E.D.

To see that our precautions in the case of modules which have both ocid and
even components are really necessary, consider MUQ =EMU. ®. Q' By (13),
we have

if k is add
[MV ,EI:MV] ={ HomtlJ. (MU.MU,MU.®z(Z/Z»)

Q {O} if k is even ,
(21)

where I is the profinite completion of Z. Moreover, all of these maps induce
zero on homology, and for odd k tbe subgroup of maps of MV-module speetra
is given by

(22)MUk-l &jCI/Z),
z

embedded into (21) by the coidentity on MV.MV. It follows that for R. =
MV. EB MV. ®z Q[k] with positive odd k, equipped with the structure of
a MV.-algebra such that the product of two odd elements is zero, ER. has
automorphisms which induce the identity on homology. Since (21) is bigger
then (22), it even such automorphisma which also violate the structure of a MU
module spectrum. This means that ER. is not defined uniquely up to unique
isomorphism by (7), that it has more than one structures of a MU-module
spectrum, aod that tbe first transformation in (20) does not characterise the
structure bf a ring spectrum on ER. uniquely.

14



In the ease elliptie eohomology, these areane perversities da not arise beeause
we work with rings whieh are eoneentrated in even dimension. Therefore, the
result of this section eompletes the proof of theorem 1.

4 Other families of elliptic curves

Let us explain to which families of elliptie eurves the Landweber exaet fundor
theorem ean be applied. To get a formal group law, we need a eommutative
Noetherian ring R with unit and a Hat eommutative group scheme2

p:& - SpeeR

of finite type and relative dimension one, whose fibres are elliptie eurves, tori
or additive groups. To get a formal group law, we need a function X on some
neighbourhood of the zero seetion of &which is a formal parameter of &jSpecR
near the zero section.

We also need a grading, thus we assurne that R has a grading in even di
mensions

00

R = EI) R'Ji.

i=-oo

The grading defines an action of the multiplieative group (im on SpeeR:

J.lR: (im XSpecl SpeeR - SpeeR.

Ta get a formal group which is eompatible with the grading, we need an action

PE :Ym X Speel & - 'Tl

which is eompatible with the grading of R, Le. P/jE = IJRP, and witb X,
i.e. tJe(A}'" X = AX for any unit A in some localisation of Ilü, By the last
compatibility, J.l[ is determined uniquely by X and by the grading of R, if it
exists.

Let (s be the set of tripies (R., &, X) eonsisting of a graded ring R.} a group
scheme & and a formal parameter X satisfying thc eonditions of the last two
paragraphs. Tben X and tbe addition in E define a formal group law over
R., henee we have a homomorphism MV. -+ R. respecting the grading. The
Landweber conditions have the following reformulation in terms of R", and the
group seheme [.:

:2 Actually, it is not neceMaI'Y to have an elliptic curve on R itseU. It js sufficient if SpeeR is
the coarse moduli space for an algAbraic stack of elliptic curves on which a formal pArameter
is given functorially. Sinee there do not seem to be elliptie genera in the literAture ",hieh force
1M to cornider thlll AituAtion, we do not WAnt to introduee this Additional difficulty.
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A The additive group of R. has no torsion. In other words, tbere is no irre
ducible component of SpeeR. whieh ia coneentrated in positive eharacteristic.

Obviously, this corresponds to tbe condition that no prime number is a zero
divisor in R•.

B In characteristic p > 0, there are no points ;c of SpeeR for which the fibre
of E at z is an additive group.

Indeed, by theorem 3 the set of sueb points z is the set defined by the
vanishing of (p, Ul, U:2), and also by tbe vanishing of (p, ul, ... , u.t) for any k :5 2,
sinee the additive group has height infioity. Therefore, condition B ia impIied
by the cODdition that U3 is no zero divisor modulo (p, Ul , U2), and implies that
U2 is invertible modulo (p, ud.

C For any prime number p, there is no irreducible component X of the fibre
at p SpeeR.. '9 Fp such that for any z E X the fibre [r is supersingular.

Indeed, by the definition of supersingularity and by eondition B, this ia an
equivalent reformulation of the assumption that Ul iB 00 zero divisor in R/(p).

Now tbe Landweber exact functor theorem teIls UB that for any tripie r =
(R., [ , X) E ~ w hieb satisfies the conditions A-C above, tbe functor

EII;X = R. ® MU.X
MU..

ia a generalised homology theory. At least if R. ia countable, it ia unique up to
unique isomorphism in the stahle homotopy category and earries a strueture of
a MU.-algebra spectrum.

Ooe can use this to construet. elliptie eohomology theories in abundanee.
This rises the problem to find those which are "naturR.l" in the sense tbat they
are related to "natural" geometrie quest.ions, like the usua) elliptie theory ob
tained from the Jacobi quartie. Wbile the eonditiollB only depend on the family
of eJIiptie eurves, the problem of getting genera with good geometrical proper
ties does not ooly depend on the choiee of tbe family of elliptie eurve, but also
on the clever choiee of a formal parameter.

For the ease of the moduli problem of elliptie eurves with a point of order
N and an invariant form, a ehoice of the formal parameter X which yields good
geometri cal properties has been made by F. Hjn;ebrueh (Hir88J. The task of the
remaining part of this section is to show that this ehoice gives rise to complex
oriented eohomology theories after inverting N.

Rüeall from (DR73, II.I] thc notion of a generalised cHiptic curvc, whieh is a
flat morphism f: C - X of relative dimension ODe such that the regular set creK

has the structure of a group scheme aeting on C and such that the geometric
fibres are usual elliptic eurves or Neron n-gones. Let iN be the moduli problem
wbich to a scheme S over Speel(irJ 8S80ciatea the set of isomorphism cla.sses
{CJ P, w} I wbere
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• C is a generalised elliptic curve over S.

• P: S -f. cns is a point of precisc order N such that for aoy geometrie point
s -f. S the image of P in 1ro(C~) generates that group.

• w =1= 0 is an invariant form on creg.

Proposition 1 Let N :5 2. The moduli problem XN is representable bll a
smooth scheme XN 0/ relative dimension two over Specl{kJ. Rescaling 0/ the
invariant form w defines an action ofgm on XN. Let us caU a cusp a connected
component 0/ the closed subscheme of XN which parametrises singular elliptic
CUnJes. Then the complr.ment 0/ ang non-emptg set 0/ Cusps in XN is an affine
dense open sub!.cheme.

Proof: Let XN be defined in a similar way as XN , but without the invariant
form w. Then .iN ia a smooth stack over XN. The smoothnesa and algebraicity
of XN has been proved in [DR73J ConstructioD IV.4.14]. It follows that XN is
algebraic and smooth of dimension two over Specl. Let us prove its rigidity.

Let k be an algebraically cIosed field of characteristic p not dividing N, and
let r.p be an automorphism of an elliptic curve & over k which fixes a point of
order N aod induces the identity on the tangent spaee at the origin. If p = OJ
then r.p - Jd is either zero or etale. Since it induces zero on the tangent space,
it must. he zero. If p > 0, then deg r.p - Jd rnllst he divisible by N since a point
of order N is fixed and by p since <p - Td is not etale l hence it ja divisible by
Np. Using the fact. that, Np> 4 one arglH~R as in the proof of [KM85, CoroHary
2.7.3] to prove r.p =Id. Now let C be a generalised elliptic ClIrve over kJ and let
P be a point of order N generating the group of connected components of creg.
By [DR73, 11.1.10], the automorphisms of C are given by

lp(Z) = Il(X) ± X,

where IJ: ?to(cres) ~ C~s,o is a group homomorphism from tbe group of con
nected components of creg to the connected component of ens. One sees easily
that P can be fixed by r.p #; Id only if one of the following cases occurs:

• N = 2, r.p(x) =-x

• N = 4, 1ro(~g) =Z/2l , ep(z) =lJ{z) - Xl whcrc IJ: 1ro(~g) --+ Cres,o is
the unique non-trivial group homomorphisrn.

Tn bot.h CaBeS, Olle sees that r.p cannot fix an invariant form w.
Therefore, we know that iN is representabJe by a smoot.h algebraic space

XN. Clearly, the adiau af gm on XN by resealing w defines an action on XN .

Ta prave that XN ja a scheme, it, suffices to prove that the complernent of
a cusp is affine, since tohere are always the t.wo disjoint cusps 'lfo(Creg) = {O}
and 1ro(creS) =1/NZ. Jr N > 4 , then {KM85, Corollary2.7.3] together with
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(23)

the above consideration in the case of singular elliptic curve proves that the
moduli problem .-l'N for points of order N is rigid, hence representable by a
projective curve XN by [DR73, Construction IV.4.14] aad tbe method of the
projectivity praof in [DR73, Corollaire IV .2.9]. Hut then the eomplement of any
cusp in XN is affine. Since XN is the space of non-zero invariant forms on the
universal curve over X N , this proves our claim if N > 4. Ir N :$ 4, we have
to proceed in a different way. For a prime number p not dividing N 1 one first
uses [DR73, Theoreme IV.6.7] to reprcsent the moduli problem of generalised
elliptie curves with a leveJ p strueture and a point of order N by a projective
curve aver SpeeZ[JJpJ. By the method used in the ease N > 4, this implies the

claim of our theorem wit.h XN replaced by the moduJi problem of generalised
eJJiptie curves with a level p st.ructure, a point of order N, and an invariant
form. Using the map "forgetting the level p structure and contraction [DR73,
Proposition IV.1.3J", one represents XN aa the quotient of this moduli problem
by GL:l[Z/pIJ. This proves our claim if p ia inverted. Since this holds for any
p, the theorem folIows. Q.E.D.

Let C(N) be the universal generalised elliptie curve over XN aad Jet C(N) be

thc quotient ofC~) by its cyclic subgroup generated by P, and let C(N),o hc the

restriction of C(N) to thc open subseheme XN,o parametrising non-degenerate

elliptie curves. The image of the group of N-torsion points on C(N) in C(N)

defines a discrete cyclic subgroup of order N G C C(N)(XN,o)' The image of

N-lp in C(N) defines a coset M C C(N) ("-YN,o). Hirzebruch's choiee of tbe
formal para.meter is given by

divX = (G) - (M).

doX = w,

wbere w is the inva.riant form belonging to the moduli problem .iN.

Theorem 6 The condition (23) uniquely defines a formal parameter on C(N)!

hence a formal group law and a homomorphi.sm

(24)

// U c XN is a gm-invariant affine open subset, thcn

EIlN,u.X = HO(U,OXN) Q9 MU.X
MU.

defines a MU-algebra spectrum EllN,u uniquely up to unique isomorphi.sm in
the stahle homotopy category. 1j the complement 0/ U contain~ ot least one Cfl.'jp,

then EIlN,u ia periodic in 0 non-unique way.

Proof: By the deseription ofthe Picard group of an elliptie eurve, (23) defines X
as a unique formal parameter on the complement ofthe cusps, whieh is a rational
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function on C(N). We have to show that the zero section ia the only component
of the divisor of X which meets the zero section. Hy the normaliaation (23), it
auffices to show that for any point sE XN the preimage G, ofthe Zariski cl08ure
of G in the fibre C(N)" at s is multiplicity free and disjoint to the preimage M, of
the Zariski closure of M. It suffices to do this when 8 parametrises adegenerate
eIliptic curve. Since the map C(';1) ~ C(N) ia finite and hence proper, G, ia the

image in C(N),6 of the group of N-torsion points on Cü!),,' This ia a discrete

cyclic aubgroup of order equal to the cardinality of 1t"o(C(;1),,)' Moreover, M, ia

the image of N-l P in C(N)" and ia clearly disjoint from G,.
This proves our claim about the existence (24). If U is a gm-invariant

affine open aubset of ~YN, we have to verify the conditions A-C. for C(N) over
HO(U, 0x

N
), As for A., this is a consequence of smoothness, B. follows from

the very definition of the moduli problem, and C. follows from the fact that
ordinary eHiptic curves form a open dense subset in the fibre of XN at p.

It remains to prove the periodicity claims. If U is the complement of the
Cusps, then the discriminant of w defines an invertible function on U which ia
homogeneous of order 12 for the gm-action, heuce a periodicity of order 24 for
EllN,u. By a theorem of Manio and Drinfeld [Elk90), the difference of two
cusps in torsion in the Jacobian of an elliptic modular curve, heuce sorne sort
of periodicity still exists eveD when ooly ODe cusp is removed. Q.E.D.

When N = 2, ODe recovers theorem 1 from the above theorem. The ne
cessity of invertiDg a homogeneous polynomial of positive degree in theorem 1
corresponda to the necessity of passing to a gm-invariant open subset U in the
above theorem. More precisely, Ellp iu theorem 1 is E1l2,u above, where U is
the complement of the set of zeroa of P.

There are at least two other sorts of elliptic genera in the literature. Baker
[Bak90] considers a family of Weierstraß cubics solving the moduli problem of
elliptic curves with a non-zero invariant form n in characteristic prime to 6. He
also verifies the Landweber conditions in this situation. R. Jung [Jun89] and G.
Höhn [Höh91] consider a "universal elliptic genus" which links the Hirzebruch's
elliptic genera for varying N. The conditions A.-B. for this family of elliptic
curves should be accessible to direct calculations. One could perhapa try to use
thia to replace the abstract moduli theory which we used in our approach to
ElIN,u by explicit calculat.ions. We leave aIl this to the reader.

5 A proof of the Chudnovsky-Landweber con
gruences

Landweber based ia verificatioo of condition 3 00 page 5 on the congruences
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(61
- c)~ == e4L (mod (p, ud).

As we have seen in tbe last two sections, this is not necessary. Nevertheless, it
may still be interesting to prove the congruenees. The original proof of Chud
novsky is b8.8ed on the Atkin-Swinnerton-Dyer congruences. Two proofs in
[Lan88e] were based on a calculation of B. Grass for Weierstraß cubics and on
formulas of Igusa for multiplication by n in the J acobia quartic. We follow
Gross' ideas, but work directly with the Jacobi quartic. This allowB us to avoid
much of the computationallabour in [Lan88c], without seriously complicating
the theoretical background on which the proof depcnds.

Let & be an elliptic curve aver a field k of eh araeteristic :f:. 2, let P E &2 - {o}
be a point of exaet order 2 on E, and let w be a non-vanishing invariant form on
&. AB we shaH see below, the tripie (E, P, w) has a unique realisation as a J acobi
quartic. We will also consider the factar curve t =EI{O, P} (cf. fMum88, §I1.7.]
for a description of the quotient of an algebraic manifold by a finite group). Let
'Ir: & -- i be the projection. Then

is a point of precise order 2 on t. There is a unique invariant form won t with
1r·w =w. Let us first derive the equation of the Jacobi quartic, and seme other
useful formulas. They are well-known from the theory of elliptic aod modular
funetioDs of one variable, cf. [lgu59].

Proposition 2

and

1. There is a unique rational function X on & with

divX =(0) + (P) - (&2 - {O, P})

doX = w(O).

It satisfies the relations

X(a + P) = -X(a)
X( -a) = -X(a).

2. There is a unique rational function Y on & with

divY = L: (Q) - 2(&2 - {O, p})
QEt't..
2Q=~

and Y(O) = 1. lt satisfies the relations

Y(a + P) = -Y(a)
Y(-a) = Y(a).
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9. There unique constantß 6, € E k such thai

y 2 = 1- 26X2 + €X4
, (27)

and the map P - (X(P), Y(P)) defines an isomorphism of & - (&2 
{O, P}) with the affine curve (27).

4. The invariant form ;8 given by

dX
w=-y' (28)

5. Let i:. and Y on f be defined in the same way as X and Y, using P and
w. Then the pull-backs of X and Y to & are given by

(29)1r·X =

",*Y =

x
y

1- eX4 1- eX4

y2 - (1 - 26X2 + €X4 P.

6. The constants 6 and € for the trip/e (t, F,w) are g= -26 and g = 4(62-e).

Proof: The existence snd uniqueness of X aod Y follow from the well-knoWD
description of the divisor dass groups of elIiptic curvea. Since -X( -a) aod
Y( -a) satisfy the conditions which characterise X aod Y uniquely, the second
formlIlas in (25) and (26) follow. For the same reasen , the first of the formulas
in (25) and (26) have to be true up to a sign, and to complete their proof we ooly
have t.o exclude t.he possibility that X(a + P) =X(a) or Y(a + P) =Y(a). Ir
the first of these relations was true, t.hen X would come from a rational function
f on f wit.h divf = (0) - P. By the descript.ion of t.he divisor cl ass grou p of t,
no such function ! exists. If we bad Y (a + P) =Y(a), then Y = 'Ir. g, where
divg =2(P) - (t - {O,P}), which is impossible.

To get the equation for the Jacobi quartic, we rcpresent t as a ramified
double cover p:E _ pI with p(-a) = p(a) and p(P) = 00. Thcn all thc
summands in the equatioo (27) are functions fon [ with /(a + P) = f( -a) =
/(a) and with poles of order :5 4 in [2 - {O, P} aod no other pole. A function
! with these properties has the form 11"* p. g, where 9 is a polynomial of degree
::s 2. Since there are only three such polynomials but four summands in (27), a
relation of type (27) must hold, by the normalisation for Y.

To verify that & - (&2 - {Ol p}) is mapped isomorphically to the Jacobi
quartic, let a and ä have the same finit.e coordinates X aod Y. By the symmetry
properties, X(a) =X(P - a). ßy the description of the divisor of X, X is of
degree two, hence we must have Ci = P - a. Bul.. Y(P - a) = -Y(a), hence
Y(a) =0 since pis odd, hence 2a =P, hence ä =P - a = a. This shows that
thc map from &- (&2 - {O, P}) to thc Jacobi quarl..ic is one-to one. One verifies
that its differential is not zero, for instance by the formula for the invariant
differential w.
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Since the right hand aide of (28) has the correct value at 0, to verify (28) it
auffices to prove that its right hand side has DO poles, because then it must be
a multiple of w. The possible candidates for poles of the right hand side of (28)
are the second order poles of dX and the first order zeros of Y. Hut the poles
of dX are cancelled by the poles of Y, aod by (27) the zeros of Y are also zeros
ofdX.

The first of the formulas (29) holds because ite right hand eide has the correct
divisor and the correet differential at O. To verify the formu]a for 71''''};', note

that ..,.·Y ia uoiquely determined by w =d;:!. Hut

=

=

FinaHy, we have

YdX-XdY
y'

Y(1 - ~X4)

1 - 26X2 +!X4 + 28X2 - 2€X" dX
1- €X4 Y

=

=

=

(1 - !X4)2
y4

1 - 2EX 4 + ~2Xe
y4

(1- 26X2 + cX4 )2 + 46X2(1- 28X2 + ~X4) +4(62 - !)X"
y4

1+48.".·X2 +4(62-- !)1r. ;r4,

Q.E.D.proving our formulas for 8and €.
\Ve are now ready t.o prove the main result. of this talk.

Theorem 7 Let E be a supersinguhr elliptic curve over a fidd k 0/ charaeter
istic p > 2, and 1ft P E E(k) be a point of precise order 2. Let w be a invariant
differen tial form on t:, and let X, 6, [ be defin ed in tk e sam e way as in the
above proposition. Then

witk

(30)

(31)

Furthermo1'e,

(32)
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Proof: We follow B. Grass' arguments for the Weierstrass cubic, which were
explained in [LanBBc]. lt is deal' that the validity of our formulas does not
depend on the choice of w. Since i ~ ie known (or will follow from consideratiolle
below) that there are ooly finitely many isomorphism classes of supersingular
curves, we may assurne k =~p. We will choose an appropriate model for f, over
Fp:l. Then our formul88 will turn out to be essentially rationality assertions.
The arguments in the next paragraph give a refined version of the classical fact
that any supersinguJar elliptic cUlve lives over Fp:l. We will UBe the standard
facts about deacending elliptic cur lies over algebraically closed fields to smaller
subfields, as explained, for instanc.~, in [HUBB7, Chapter 7),

Let Frobp: f, -+ f,(p) be the F'robenius and let vp: f,(p) -+ f, be the Ver
schiebung, the dual of Frobp. While Frohp is always pure1y inseparable, vp
is purely inseparable if and only if f, iB supersingular . Recall that two pure
Iy inseparable covers of a curve over aperfeet field are isomorphie, cf. [SiI86,
Corollary 11.2.12]. Applying tbis to the inseparable covers f (via Frobp ) aod
f,(p:l) (via Vp ) of f,(p) , we see thaI, there exists an isomorphism .p: f ~ f,(p'J).

Applying the same fact to the twc, inseparable covers of degree p'l of f" f, via
t/J-l Frobp:l aod f, via [p], we see that there exists an automorphism A of the
curve E such that tjJ-l Frobp'J =A(p]. At the price of changing f/J, we may achieve

that A =[(=f)]. Let E bc the ml)dcl of f, over Fp 2 obtained by dcscent with

reapect to .p. Then the relative Frc·benius is

(33)

This relative Frobenius is charackrised by the property that pull-back by it
maps any Fp2-rational funetion to its p2-thc power. The Fp'J-model E ia defined
in such a way that Frobe/F p2 = .p-.l Frohp:l, whence (33). The crucial observa
tion which brings the Jacobi symbol irrto the play is that thi8 endomorphism of

f, aets as multiplication by ( -/ ) p == 1 on points of order 4, hence the model E

has all its points of order 4 defined over Fp :l.3
As was indicated above, the matter is independent of W , heuce we may

assurne that wand X and Y are defined for tbe model E. Then FrobEjF 'J •X =,
Xp:l, hence (33) impliea (30) with 112 = (-;,1). To prove (31) we have to show

e~ = 1, Le" that eisa fourth :power in Fp'J. Recall the factor curve t =
E'/{O, P}. It is also def1ned over FJ,:l, 8S are X and Y. Let Q E E4 such that
2Q ~ {O, P}. By thc definition of j;-, 1fQ is a zero of Y1 hence eX(Q)4 = 1 by
(29). This provcs that € is a fourth power in Fp'J and completes our proof of
(30) and of (31).

3The posaibility of replAcing A by -A .:orreAponds precisely to tho twist conaidored at the
end of [Lan8&; p. BO]. However, the separate treatment of the CMeS j E {O; 1ns} is not
necess.ary sinee in these CaBej we also haVI: more automorphisms to twist with.
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We have already seen that , ir a fourth power in Fp~, hence the right hand
aide of (32) ia equal to one. On the other aide, the condition (33) is invariant
under isogeniea, it ia also satisfied by E ::: E/{O,P}. Since w ia clearly Fp~~

~-
rational, i =4(81 - e) is also a fou rth power in Fp:J. Since 4--r: == 1 (mod p),
this means thai. the left hand aide of (32) ia also cqual to one. Q.E.D.

Now we cOßaider the general Jacobi quartic

Up to a double point at infinity, this is a semielliptic curve over SpecZ[t,6, 'J
{(O, On with multiplicative reduction along the cusps e =0 (connected Neron
model) aod 6'J - c =0 (Neron mOllei bas two components). The identity is tbe
point (0,1). For an odd prime number p, consider the power aeries

[p] • P p:1x=px+ ... +UIZ + ... +U2X .

lt is weil known that tbe relation p = Ul = 0 characterises supersingular elliptic
curves. The result of our theorem -:an therefore be reformulated aB

'" _ (~l )""., (mod rad(p, ",»
1,:1-1

- E"- (mod rad(p, ud).

Our task was to prove these consruences modulo the ideal (p, Ul) itself. It
sufficea to show that this ideal ia the intersection of maximal ideals. Here we
simply reproduce Iguaa's weIl knoWlI argument (applied to Legendre polynomials
instead of tbe Deuring polynomials), as in [LanB8cJ.

Proposition 3 We haue

rad(PI ud = (p, Ul)'

Proof: Let F(x, z) be tbe formal group law and let

00

W= LWk(l, c)zJ:,
k=O

Wo = 1,

be tbe invariant differential for the universal Jacobi quartic. We first want to
verify

Ul == Wp-t (mod p).

To this end, note that

log(z) =f: Wk-~6,e) XC E Q[6,f:][[xJJ
k:::::l
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Cl = I,

ia the logarithm of the formal gIOUP' law, satisfying log(F(z, x) = log(x) +
log(i), and let

00

exp(z) = L: ek(6, !)xk,
.c=l

be the inverse of log. Then for 1 ~ k ~ p - 1, w"k- 1 is a polynomial in 6 and
e with p-integral coefficientsJ conHequently the polynomials e.t{6, e) also have
p-integral coefficients if 1 ~ k :5 P -- 1. Also, pep is p-integral. It follows that

[P]x = exp(plog(x») == Wp_IXP (mod (xp+l,p»,

wbich was to be proved.
Now recall the Legendre polynomials P.c(€), which are defined by

Hy (34) and our formula for the invariant differential on a Jacobi quartic, this
implies

6~uI(6,e) == P~.!.(V€)e (mod p).

Consequently, it suffices to show that P~ has no double zeros modulo p.

Note that tbc Legcndre polynornials satiafy the differential equation

(1- x'J)P~'(x) - 2xP~(x) + n(n + l)Pn(x) =O. (35)

Since Pn (±1) =(±1)n , ± 1 are not zeros of Pn modulo p. If z '!. {±1} ia a double
zero of Pn modulo p, then it follow!l by induction from (35) that all derivatives
of Pn vanish modulo p at x. If n := deg Pn < p, this would imply Pn vanish
modulo p, which we know it does not. This proves that P~ has no double

zeros modulo p, and completes our leeture. Q.E.D.
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